
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Experience a seamless and secure visitor sign-
in process with ATG Facial's advanced facial 
recognition. Easily record visitor information 
and automate the registration process. 
Welcome guests with pre-registered QR codes 
or recognize frequent visitors instantly.

EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT
Simplify employee attendance tracking with 
ATG Facial's touch-free sign-in using facial 
recognition. Get complete oversight of 
personnel movement and time attendance for 
enhanced efficiency and convenience.

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT
ATG Facial provides comprehensive contractor 
information, including time on-site, off-site 
movements, and induction records. Manage 
and monitor contractor activities from a 
centralised platform, ensuring better control 
and security.

Completely touchless

Seamless visitor sign in

Visitor verification and recognition

Pre-register visitors for the day they arrive

Time-based access restrictions and limitations

Record visitor photographs, details & 
produce custom reports of visitor movements

Integratable with doors, turnstiles, booms, etc

Time & attendence tracking and overview

Centralised contractor monitoring

Custom reports

QR Code or pin access for visitors

Time on Site

8:05:93

VISITOR INVITATION

from Adam Thompson
for Gale Johnson

Visits Allowed

Mon-Fri

5

8:00 - 18:00

Scan this QR code for a faster check-in!

PLEASE ENTER PIN
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All plans include technical and quick support, upgrades, updates and 
notifications

FEATURES

ATG FACIAL

Entries List

Search

Onsite Now

Pre-register

App Profiles

Visitors/Invitations

Custom Fields

Incidents

Notifications

Shared Access

Time & Attendance

Pre-Site Screening

Scan to Call *

Conditional Custom Fields

Customisable UI

Vaccination Verification 

Signatures

Video Inductions

Advanced Dashboards *

Customisable API

DASHBOARDS

View live updates on your
most important visitor or 

risk stats

INTEGRATIONS

Seamlessly integrate with a wide
range of systems and software

through a customised API

RELAYS

Link your entryway to this gate
automation device allowing for a
trigger to open the boom/gate

Power-up your ATG Facial solution with these add ons

For pricing or more info, contact:
010 500 8611

sales@atthegate.biz
www.atgdigital.biz
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